Maths Class | Zoom Group B

If you complete this learning easily, then challenge yourself to try the work on the grid 😊

Watch the video about Data Handling [https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgtn34j](https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zgtn34j) before you start this week’s learning.

Day 1 - Complete the worksheet all about pictograms [Resource 23]

Day 2 - Complete the bar chart worksheet [Resource 24]

Day 3 - Complete the bar chart worksheet [Resource 25]

Day 4 - Complete the bar chart worksheet [Resource 26]

Day 5 - Play the games to consolidate your learning this week [https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=bar%20charts]

Challenge: Can you create your own bar chart? We will collect some data during our zoom session on Thursday – please have paper and a pen ready!